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Negritude-Literature and Ideology
by :\ nI OLA I R EL E *
has been described as 'essentially a movement of
emotions and ideas', 1 and this description is equally applicable to
negritude, which is its cultural parallel. Indeed, no better phrase could be
found to sum up its double nature, first as a psychological response to the
social and cultural conditions of the 'colonial situation ',t and secondly
as a fervent quest for a new and original orientation.
In the former respect, tli1· i111:1gi11:1ti,·1· writings ortlic Fn·11rl1-spr:d,i11g
Negro intellectuals offer a precious testimony to the human problems and
inner conflicts of the colonial situation; in the latter respect, their propaganda writing an<l other activities represent an effort to transcend the
immediate conditions or this situation by a process of reflection.
Ndgrilude is thus al the s:1n1l' ti1111· a literary and an ideological 1110,·cmcnt.
PAN-AFRICAl\JSM

l. T111•:

LITERATURE

The literature of negritude i~ dominated by the collective consciousness
of the black writer as member ofa minority group which is subordinated
to another and more powerful group within the total political and social
order. The literary preoccupations of the movement revolve around this
central problem, the Negro predicament of ha,·ing been forced by
historical circulllstann:s i1ll<1 :1 stale or dcpr11dc11cc IIJH>11 tl1c west,
considered the master society and the dominating culture. The literary
themes of negritude can be seen :is a counter-movement away from this
state: they constitute a symbolic progression from subordination to
independence, from alienation, through revolt, to self-affirmation.
1.

Alienalion

The theme of exile is the point ofdeparture of the whole Ii tcrary expression of negritude, and in it is involved the most pathetic aspect of the
French-speaking Negro intellectuals' specific situation, which derives
• A Nigerian writer at present preparing a doctoral dissertation at the Ecole pratiqu, des haut,s
ltud,s, Sorbonne, Paris. This article follows one on' Negritude or Illack Cultural Nationalism',
published in Vol. 111, No. 3 ofthis]out110/, ,d1ich dealt with the historic3I origins and the soci31
and cultural aspects of the movement.
1 Colin Legum, Pa11-Africanism (Lo,,dc,11. 19G:?). p. 14.
• The term 'colonial situation' will 11<· used here 10 denote the glol.,,tl si111:11io11 of l,lack
people as it a!Tccted the writings of French-speaking Negro intellcctu:ils. The first p:1rt of this
study has already spelt out how the position of the Negro in the United St:>.tcs wa, readily
auimilatcd to 1he domination of other Nc!:ro pco1ile:s by"thc ,~dt'. ·
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from the political and cultural uprooting of black people in general by
colonial conquest. T he overwhelming sentiment that dominates in this
connection is the black man's sense ofseparation from his own world and
of being thrown into a social system with whose cultural values he can
strike no personal relation. The black man recognises himself as belonging to an 'out-group', an alien in relation to the west, which controls the
total universe in which he moves. For the French-speaking Negro
writer, this situation is signified by his physical exile in Europe.
Bless you, Mother,
I hear your voice when I am given up to the
insidious silence of this European night
Prisoner under the white cold sheets tightly drawn,
prisoner of all the inextricable anxieties that
encumber me. 1
This sentiment of belonging no longer to oneself but to another goes
together with an awareness of inferiority, which becomes translated in
social terms into a caste and class consciousness. The association
between race and servitude is a constant theme in Negro literature, and
occupies a prominent place in negritude:
I am a docker in Brooklyn
Bunker-hand on all the oceans
Labourer in Cuba,
Soldier in Algeria. 2
The economic exploitation of the race which defines it as a community
and give its members a group consciousness is a consequence of its
original humiliation by conquest and slavery. The memory of slavery
thus has a particular significance for Negro writers, especially for those
of the Caribbean.
And they sold us like beasts and counted our teeth ... and they examined our
genitals, felt the gloss and the roughness of our skin, pawed us, weighed us,
and put around our neck like tamed animals the strap of servitude and of
nicknamc. 3
The black man's principal role in western history has thus been as an
economic tool.' This is what Ccsaire, echoing Marx, has called 'the
reduction of the .Negro into an object' (la chosification du negre). 5 But
although the Negro experience forms, in this light, part of the general
Marxist conception of the 'class struggle', the prevailing preoccupation
1
Ltopold Sedar Senghor, 'On the Appe:11 from the Race ofSheba', translated by John Recd
~nd Clive Wake in St ltettd Po,rru (London, 1!)64), p. 29.
• Roussnn Camille, Assau/ ti In ,iuil (Paris, 1 !)56), p. 53.
• Aime! Ccsaire, /:.'1 ltS ,hims u laisaitnl (l'aris, 1956), pp. !)3-3.
• C(. Eric Williams, Capitalism and SIOlJtry (London, 2nd edn. 196~).
• ~ire, Discours sur I, colo,1ialimu (Paris, 1955), p. 22.
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of these writers was with the black people as a race, and not as a clnss. 1
They were concerned ,,·ith the colledtive image of the black man in the
west and with his human status in the world.
The colonial system was based on n social di,·ision determined by' the
colour line', 2 and it was maintained by a racinl ideology which defined
the black man as inferior. The social rrlationship bct\\'t'Cn coloniser and
colonised was thus con,·erted, as far as the black man \\'as concerned, into
an opposition between white and black, which ncquired the moral ,·alues
summarised by the Sou th African, 131oke Modisane, in these words:
White is right, and 10 be black is to be despised, dehumanised ... classed among
the beasts, hounded and persecuted, discriminated against, segregated and
oppressed by government and by man's greed. Jl'hitc is lhe positire slandard,
black themgatiue. 3 [Italics mine)
The cultural and political ascendancy of the white man o,·er the black
man, combined with the active denigration of the black man, has thus
had the effect of vitiating the latter's self-esteem, ,,·ith profound psychological consequences, which involve shalllc and sdl~hatrccl. 4 Tltc
demoralising effect of the caste system on the black man has been expressed by Leon Damas:
l\,fy todays have each one for my yesterdays
Wide eyes 1hat roll with rancour :i.nd with shame.~
The black man in the world suf'Tered his negation as a human being.
This was the external reality with which the literature of negritude was
concerned. But there is a more personnl and intimate side to this theme
ofalienation, which has to do with the cultural si111ation of the assimilated
Negro intellcctu,d.
1
Gunnar Myrdal has ouserve<l 1h:\l racial solidari1y is more market! among U.S. Negroes
than class consciowncss. Ile speaks therefore of a 'cas1c struggle·, thus m:1king the economic
status of the American Negro sen,mlary 10 the ethnic classification, in his anal)sis of the :'\q;rocs'
pbcc in U.S. society. A11 :lmaiw11 Dilm1111a (New York, 9th cdn. l!J-Hl. ch. 31 , pp. Ci67 IT.
•Cf.Raymond Kennedy: 'The colour line, indeed, is the foundation of the entire colonial
system, for on it is built the whole social, economic, and poli1ical structure'. 'The Colonial
Crisis :1nd the Future', in R:ilph Linton (ed.), Th, Scimu of .\f1111 i11 thr ll'urld Crisis (:"sew York,

1!H5),

p. 3o8.
'lllokc Modisane, 'Why I r:111 away', in J . Langston Hughes (ed.), ,!11 Africa11 Trtasury
(New York, 1!)60), p. 26.
• The psychological implications of racial discrimination for the black m:in in white society
have produced numerous studies. This qucs1ion seems 10 have been best summarised by John
Dolbrd: 'The upshot of the nwtter seems to be 1ha1 recognizing one's own Negro traits is
bound to be a process wounding to the basic sense ofin1egri1y of1hc indi,·idual who comes into
life with no such ncga1ivc view~ of his own charac1eris1ics.' Cast, tmd Class in a Southa,1 Tou11
(Nn• Ynrk, 2ml cd11. •!H!)I, p. ,n.,. The i:cncsis of ;'-kgrn 'sclf-hain·d' i; discu!-Scd :11 length
b y ll(Jgcr l.bstidc in his< l1:1ptrr v11 ' Le I lcurt des l',1t cs, dn rinl1:-..1tilH,s l·t l.1 p~yd1.n1.dysc',it1
Sociologi«tp,;·c/urnalpe (Paris, 1950), ch. x1, pp. 235 ff.
• Leon Damas, ' La Co111pbin1c du ncgrc •, in Pigma,ts (l'lris, 1963), p. 45.
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The colonial enterprise was presented as a 'civilising mission', aimed
at transforming the black man by his progressive approximation to the
ideals of western civilisation through education. This implied in most
cases his dissociation from the basic personality pattern imprinted in
him by his original culture. Western education was thus an instrument
of imposed acculturation, aimed at replacing the black man's original
modes of thought and feeling, which were attuned to his native norms,
by another personality structure corresponding to western norms. 1 The
French policy of assimilation probably went furthest in this cultural
policy, which was to some extent common to all the colonising powers,
of attempting to fashion the black man-or at least a black elite-in a
foreign image.
This problem is at the heart of the cultural and spiritual dilemma of the
French-speaking Negro intellectual. For in order to be acceptable
socially in the western world, it was necessary for him to deny a part of
himself. Conformity to white ideals was only possible at the cost of a
repression of his original self. 2

Vve touch here upon what Roger Bastide has callc<l the• pathology of
the uprooted man', and which R. E. Park has obsen·ed in the 'cultural
hybrid' as part of the psychological results of culture contact and the
acculturative process: 'spiritual instability, intensified self consciousness,
restlessness and malaise '. 1 Damas has put this sentiment of malaise into
verse:
I feel ridiculous
in their shoes
in their evening suits,
in their starched shins,
in their hard collars
in their monocles
in their bowler hats.~

I must hide in the depths ofmy veins
The Ancestor storm-dark skinned, shot with
lightning and thunder
And my guardian animal, I must hide him
Lest I smash through the boom of scandal.
He is my faithful blood and demands fidelity
Protecting my naked pride against
Myself and all the insolence of lucky races. 3

i
I
I

I
I

II

j

I
I

This is a problem that was even more acccntu:\led in the case of the
Caribbean writers, whose non-western cultural background \\'as marginal, and whose racial stock, because of the total orientation of their
society towards western \'alues, symbolised by whiteness, \\'as more a
source ofshame and frustration than for the Africans. The pressure upon
them to deny their racial connections and to identil'y with Europe was
even greater, though they were subject to the same discrimination as the
Africans. 3 The West Indians' sentiment of exile is thus intensified by a
reeling of rootlessness, which Ccsaire expresses with the symbol or the
island itself.

r

Island of the blood or Snrgassoes
island, nibbled remains of remora,
island, backfiring laughter of whales,
island, specious word of mounced proclamations,
island, large heart spread out

The result was a division in his personality. The Haitian poet Leon
Laleau has expressed this sentiment of the divided self in remarkable
poetic terms:
This beleaguered heart
Alien to my language and dress
On which I bite like a brace
The borrowed sentiments and customs of Europe.
Mine is the agony
The unutterable despair
In breaking with the cold words of France
The pulsing heart of Senegal.'
1
For the theoretical basis of these remarks, see A. Kardiner, The Psy,;hological Frontiers of
Society (New York, 2nd edn. 1946), and M. Dufrenne, IA Pmorutalili de base (Paris, 1953).
1
Cf. 0. Mannoni, Psyc/wlogie de la colo11isatio11 (Paris, 1950), pp. 10-30.
• Senghor, 'Totem•, in Seltcled Poems, p. 1 o.
• Leon Lalcau, 'Trahison', translated by Samuel Allen, in Jacob Drach!er (ed.), Africa11
Heritag, (New York, 1963), p. 195; French original in Senghor, Ant/wlogie de la nouoelle poisie
11/gr, cl malgachl (Paris, 19-t8).
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island ill-jointed, island disjointed,
all islands beckon
all islands arc widows.~
The black man, and especially the intellectual, found himself a man
no longer in his own right, but with reference to another, thus estranged
1
Roger Bas tide, 'Probli:mcs de l'entrccroiscment des civilisations cl de Icurs ocuHcs ', in
G. Gurvitch (ed.), Traill de sociologie (Paris, 1963), u, p. 319; and R. E. Park, Race a11d Culturt
(New York, 1950), p. 356.
• Damas, 'Solde', in Pignw!ls, p. 39.
• Cf. F. Henriques, 'Colour Values in Jamaica' in B,irish Journal of SociologJ· (London), JI,
2, 1951; and Charles Wagley and l\brvin Harris, Mi11ori1ies i11 t/,t Xtw ll'orld (:-S:e"· York, 19:,!l).
Edgar Mittelholzcr, A Morning at lite Office (London, 1950), and George Lamming, Tire
Emigrants (London, 1955), offer sensitive inside views of this Caribbean problem.
'Cesairc, 'Ditd'errancc', inCadastrc (Paris, 1g61), p. go.
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from himself; in exile, not only in a political and social sense, but also
spiritually. The whole colonial existence appears as one long paling of
the black self, an 'Ambiguous Adventure' as C. H. Kane has put it.
A man divided between two worlds, his over-riding aspiration thus
became, in the words of Kane's tragic hero, Diallo be, 'nothing but
harmony '. 1

The literature of negritude became, as a result, a testimony to the injustices of colonial rule and an expression of the black man's resentment:

2.

Revolt

A situation of oppression offers to the v1ct1m a range of reactions
limited by two opposite poles-total submission, or total refusal-but
the exact nature and degree of this reaction will depend upon the experience and the disposition of the individual. The colonial situation as a
whole was a collective political and cultural oppression of black people
yet it cannot be said that it was felt uniformly as such. The black intellectuals were in fact privileged in comparison with the masses, as far as
the more external conditions of life were concerned, and it is quite
conceivable that their consciousness of the fundamental injustice of the
system in which they lived was limited, if it existed at all.
But the mental conflict into which the French-speaking Negro
intellectuals were plunged as individuals probably made them aware
that their dilemma was inherent in the whole colonial situation. Thus
they were forced, despite assimilation, into an identification with the
colonised rather than with the coloniser:
But if I must choose at the hour of testing,
I have chosen the verset of streams and of forests,
The assonance of plains and rivers, chosen the
rhythm of blood in my naked body,
Chosen the trembling of balafongs, the harmony
of strings and brass that seem to clash,
chosen the
Swing swing yes chosen the swing
I have chosen my toiling black people, my
peasant people, the peasant race through
all the world.
'And thy brothers are wroth against thee, they,
have set thee to till the earth.'
To be your trumpet! 2
1

C . H. Kane, L' A1·rnlurt ambigiie (Paris, 1961), p. 88. Cf.John Reed,' Dctwcen Two Worlds•,
in MalcerereJourna/ (Kampala), 7, 1963, for an analysis of the theme of cultural conflict in the
African novel.
1
Scnghor, 'For Koras and Balafongs', in Selected P°"";1, pp. 13-14.

;jO:,

An immense fire which my continuous sufTcring
and your sneers
and your inhumanit)',
and your scorn
and your disdain
have lighted in the depths of my heart
will S\\'allow you all. 1

The tone changes often from this kind of menace to one of accusation.
The poetry of David Diop illustrates best this indictment of colonial
rult,;:
In those days
Whc11 civilisation kicked us i11 tlic; face
\·Vhen holy \\'atcr slapped our tamed foreheads,
The vultures built in the shadow of their talons
The blood-stained ~onument of tutelage
In those days
There was painful laughter on the
metallic hell of the roads
And the monotonous rhythm of the
paler nosier

Drowned the howling on the plantations. 2
Accusation in turn becomes a criticism of ,,·estern society as a \\'hole,
and in this respect the contradiction of' \\'ar and ci\'ilisation' became a
powerful weapon. Scnghor's J-/oslies Noires, for example, arc a collection
of war poems in the tradition of Wilfrid Owen, but he re,·eals a particular
view of European war when he speaks with sarcasm of ha,·ing been
'delivered up to the savagery of civilised men'. J
The shortcomings of western society, both within and wit hout,
furnished that clement of disenchantment which made it possible for
negritude to develop an attitude of refusal towards the colonial system:
I shout no
no to class
no to the taint of soot
no to the humid floor
1
Rcgnor C. Dernard, J\'igrt, quoted and transbtcd by C.R. Courth:n,lcl, R,u, and Colour ir1
C11ribbw11 !.iltralurt (Londn11. , ,,,;.,), p. ll 1.
1
David Diop,' Les Yau tours' , i11 CoupJ de pi/on (Paris, 1960), p. ll; tr~nslatctl by Lilli !kier
inJ. L~ngston Hughes (ed.), Poun,from Black Africa (Dloomington, 1963), p. '-15·
1
Senghor, HoJliu Noiw (Paris, 1()48), p. 115.
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no to the glass furnace
no to damped lights
no to love paid for in bank notes. 1
Protest, accusation, and refusal lead inevitably to a call to arms:
But when, 0 my people,
winters in flames dispersing a host
of birds and ash,
shall I see the revolt of your hands? 2
Protest and threats of revolt are an themselves an indirect form of
defence, a verbal means of projecting violent reaction which cannot be
realised physically. /\]though the militancy of negritude was an explicit
response to a real situation (and the agitated character of a good deal of
this writing indicates that the situation was often felt as real personal
experience), it has no more than a symbolic value. Its real significance,
however, lies elsewhere, for it does reveal in fact the hidden mechanism
of response to oppression. The resentment of the black man against
domination tends towards retaliation and, as Fanon has shown, his
consciousness as a colonised man is suffused with violence.3 In the work
or Cesaire, this element is translated in poetic terms into an apocalyptic
v1s1on:
And the sea lice-ridden with islands
breaking under rose fingers
flame shafts and my body
thrown up whole from the thunderbolt. 4

and ri\·ers where beasts go to drink
to make for myself a face
that \\"Ould scatter vultures. 1

Negritude here borders on nihilism. Yet nihilism is not characteristic
of the movement as a whole; more often than not, it represents a deliant
truculence, as in this p.iss;tgc where Damas operates a literary re\·crs:11
of situations in a way reminiscent of Nietzsche:
The \Vhite will never be ncgro
for beauty is negro
ancl negro is wisdom
fnr endurance is negro
;tllcl ncgro is courage

fi, r patience is negro
a nd negro is irony
for charm is negro
and ncgro is magic
lilr joy is negro
for peace is negro
for Ii fc is negro. 2

In this respect, one or the most striking technical innovations of

negritude has to do with the rc\·ersal of colour associations in the ,,·cstern
language which was the only tongue accessible to most of them, namely
French, as in this example from Ccsairc's Cahier:
a soli t:ir~· 111:111 i11 1priso11nl in \\'l1itc

The surrealist technique is here employed in a manner appropriate to
the alienated condition of the black man. It offers the black poet a
rneans of projecting his dream ofviolence, and becomes in fact a symbolism of aggression. A corresponding side to this aggressiveness is the way
in which the black poet responds by wilfully identifying himself with
western symbols of evil:
I seek the thousand folds of the oceans
witnesses of savageness
1 Rene Depestre, 'Quand je crie non', in Gerba de sang; quoted by Naomi Garret, The
1/mausance of Haitian Poetry (Paris, 1963), p. 191.
1 Jacques Roumain, 'Prelude' to Bois d'tbene (Port-au-Prince, 1945). The titles of the collections of poems by French Negro writers speak manifestly of this mood: Les Armes miraculeus«
(C63aire), Coups de pi/on (D. Diop), Feu de brou.sse (Tchikaya U. Tam'si), Balles r1oim (Guy
Tlrolicn), nnd so on.
1
I". Fanon, Les Da11111/s de la ltrre (l'aris, 1961), ch. r. Georges ll:ilanc.licr and Roger lbst ide
have both drawn attention to this phenomenon, highlighted by the innucncc of the Apocalypse
on 'messianic' movements. Sec G. llalandicr, Sociologit ac/Ultle ,u I' AfriqUl noire, and Dastide,
S11riulo1,1i, ti /•i1v:l11111t1/1•.1t, p. ~r.1.
• C~sairc, 'Sulcil Serpent', in l.1s Armes miraeul,us,s (Paris, 1946), p. ~5-

a solitary man who defies the white cries of
white death
TOUSS.,\ INT TOUSSt,\INT LOUVERTURE
He is a man \\"hO bewitches the white hawk of
white death
He is a man alone in the.sterile sea of\\"hite sand . 3
A reversal of western symbols implies as well a re\·ersal of the concepts
associated with them. The re,·olt or negrilude appears also as a refusal or
western values, regarded as oppressive constraints. The Christian
1
Rene Bclancc, 'l\foi ni:grc', in S11rvil'a1ices; quoted by Naomi Garret, op. cir. p. tj8.
'Translated by Gerald ~l o<>rc in S,·m, :lfrica11 ll'rilas (Londo,i, t9fo), introduction, p. xx,
from Dnmns, lJ/ack Labd (l'ciris, l!l:,G), p. 52. The same rc1·crs:1l ofsitu:i1ions occurs in C::11n:1r:1
I.nyc's T/rt Radi,mre ofth, Ki11g (1.oi1dn11. I():,!)) , where Clarence 1he ,d,itc m:rn goes through a

ofad\'cl\htn·:" in s1q1pl ic: 11in11 of1'1c attt·ntinn uf:i bl.irk ki11~.
' (Xsaire, Cahitr d'u11 rrlour 1111 /1<(\'J 11ala/ (l'ciris, 195U cdn.), p . .1G. Sartre ()bscr\"cd, i11 nuuic,·tion with the problem posed to the black poet by his use of a European bnguagc: 'Let him
(iJlrll his 11l<n1th :uul hr <'l)t1d4•11111,; hi1nsclf, rxt,·p1 in so far :ts lir srt:-i hiub,·lf 1n clNlr•))' t1 1r
hi,·rard1y' (t hat i.,, uf 1lic ·, ,,.,pl,·d t,-roo,s 1,1:u·k-whit.; ") ; 1//a,A 01/1/,,11,. p. ·a7.
Sl1l'n:ssio11
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religion in particular comes in for continual attack, and this theme has
had an original and refreshing treatment, though mainly in strident notes,
in the comic novels of Mongo Beti, in particular Le Pauure Christ de
Bomba. 1 Western morality is also set in contrast to the African's u nbridled sensuality. 2
It can be remarked that, in general, the theme of revolt in the literature
of negritude represents a reinforcement of the antagonism created by the
colonial situation, between the white master and the black subordina tc.
It is a way of underlining an opposition that was implicit in the colonial
human context. It is not, however, an end in itself, as Sartre has observed,
but rather part of a movement towards a more constructive vision. 3

permit an open and un:-isharned identification with the continent, a
poetic sublimation or t hose associations in the Negro's mind ,,·hich
constitute for him a source of mental conflict in his relationship with
western culture: a process of self-avowal and self-recognition. This Yiew
of the movement is best justified by the writings of the \\'est Indians,
whose collective repression of Africa, as has been pointed out, has been
the more painful:

3. Rediscovery
The refusal of western political and cultural domination in the
literature of negritude represents also a severing of the bonds that tie the
black man to western civilisation. The corollary to this claim for freedom
from the west is a search for new values. Revolt becomes not only a selfaffirmation but also an instrument of self-differentiation:
For myself I have nothing to fear I am before
Adam I belong neither to the same lion
nor to the same tree I am of another
warmth and of another cold. 4

Africa, I have preserved )'Our memory, Africa
you arc in me
like the splinter in a wound
like a totem in the heart of a villagc. 1
A myth of Africa dc,·clopcd in consequence out or the litera ture of
negritude, which invoh·ed a glorification of the African past and a
nostalgia for the imaginary beauty and harmony of tr:1ditional African
society, as in Camara Layc's evocation of his African childhood. 2
This strain in negritude is probably charged with the greatest emotional
force. Senghor for instance infuses into his well-known lo,·e poem,
Black Woman, a feeling that is more filial than erotic, due to his identification of the continent with the idea of woman, in a way that lends to the
image of Africa the force of a mother figure:
Naked woman, black woman,
Clothed \,·ith the colour which is life, with
your form which is beauty,
In your shadow I have grown up; the gentleness of

The quest for new values thus leads the black writer to self-definition
in terms that arc non-western, and the :1ssociation between the black race
and Africa acquires a new meaning: instead of being a source of shame,
it becomes a source of pride. This is the ultimate end of negritude, and
much of the literature is dedicated to a rehabilitation of Africa, a way of
refurbishing the image of the black man. The psychological function of
this, as well as being a counter to the Negro's inferiority complex, is to
I This theme is also a favourite one with English-speaking African writers. C. Okigbo calls
the Angclw ' the bells of exile'; Heauensgate (Ibadan, 1962), p. 35. J. P. Clark writes in
'lvbic', almost a poem of nlgritude:
ls it ruse or truce
That peace which passeth all understanding?
l'oems (Ibadan, 1962), p. i6,
1
Cf. Wole Soyinka's Tiu Lion and tlu Jeux/ (Ibadan, 1963) for a parallel treatment of this
theme by nn African writing in English.
1
J can-Paul Sartre speaks of nlgritutk as 'the weak stage of a dialectical progression: the
,h~orctical ancl pr;"Lctic-:il anirmation of white supremacy is the thesis; the position nf Nlvit,ul,
:u. aulillictical value i.1 the 111u1ncnl uf Ncg:alivily. llul thi3 neg-alive 11101ucnl is 11ot .suflicic111
in itself and the blacks who use it well know this; they lmow that it serves to prepare the way
for the synthesis or the realisation of the human society without racism'. Black Orpheus ( Paris,
t !)03), p. 60.
' Cesaire,' Visitation', in Les Arm,s miraculeu.ses, p. 32.

yrn1r li:inds \\·;1s laid ovn 1ny eyes

And now, !tigh up on the sun-bak<.:<l pass, at tli<.: heart
of summer, at the heart of noon, I come upon you,
my Prornisc<l Land,
And your beauty strikes me to the heart like the
Onsh of an eagle.
Naked woman, black woman,
I sing your beauty that passes, the form that I
fix in the Eternal,
Before jealous fate turns ~'OU 10 ashes 10 feed the
roots of life. 3
In a poem by another writer, Bernard Dadic, despite the use of conventional western imagery, Africa is cclcbr:1ted in cosmic terms:

I .,liall

\\'l':\\'C you a cro\\'11
ui' tlic sul'tcst gleam

bright as the Venus of the Tropics
1

J:i~qucs llo11main, /JoiJ d'ibi11t, p. 5.
'Senghor, Selected J>oemJ, p. G.

'C. Lay~, Tiu .·lf,icu11 Child (Lo11dun, 195.1).
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And in the feverish scintillation
of the milky sphere
I shall write
in letters of fire
your name
0, Africa. 1
The romanticism of the African theme in negritude illustrates certain
,f the functions and characteristics of' nativistic moveme~ts' as analysed
,y Ralph Linton, 2 but in literary rather than ritualistic form, that is, at
, sophisticated level. Y ct a purely sociological and 'realistic' view
,•ould miss the profound significance of this aspect of negritude. In any
asc, realism is a purely relative term applied to literature, and has little
elevance to poetry ;3 but apart from this, the African theme went far
Jeyond a purely compensatory mechanism in that it was also a genuine
ediscovery of Africa, a re birth of the African idea of the black self. Th is
>pcning up of the African mind to certain dimensions of its own world
vhich western influence had obscured appears to be in fact the most
:ssential and the most significant element in the literature of negritude as
he principal channel of the African Renaissance. For the way in which the
)CSt of these poets came to root their vision in African modes of thought
1as given a new meaning to the traditional African world-view. 4
Cesaire's poetic formulation of negritude is in fact taken from a
3ambara symbol of man in a tell uric union with the universe:
My 11igritude is not a stone, its deafness hurled
against the clamour of the day,
my 11igritude is not a speck of dead water on the
dead eye of the earth,
my 11igritude is neither a tower nor a cathedral
it thrusts into the red flesh of the earth
it thrusts into the livid flesh of the sky. 5
The West Indian is of course at one remove from the living centre of
raditional African humanism, which is essential to the poetry of the
Bernard Dadie, 'Couronne a l'Afrique ', in La Ronde des jours (Paris, 1956).
• R . Linton, 'Nativistic Movements', in American Journal of Sociology (Chicago). See also his
:hapter on 'The Distinctive Aspects of Acculturation', in Acculturatio11 i,1 Seven American lndia11
lypes (New York, 1940), ch. 10.
s It is not suggested by these remarks that the romanticism of nlgrilude was without its
d,uscs. But this is a question for literary criticism, which must content itself with judging the
,csthctic value of the finished product rather 1han legislating for the writer about his raw
11atcrial. Besides, nlgritude, like any other literary school, has produced its unispircd writers,
,nd like 11ny other movement its lunatic fringe.
'Cf. Janhcinz Jahn, Mu111u (London, 1961), especially chs. 5 and 7, and John V. Taylor,
(he Primal Vision (London, 1963), for an extensive discussion of this question.
• C6sairc, Cahur, p. 71.
1
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African writers of 11egritude, as in Senghor's works ; and it has perhaps
been expressed in its purest and most authentic form by Birago Diop in
his famous poem, Soujfles:
Listen more often
To things than to beings;
The fire's voice is heard,
l-lcar the voice of water.
Hear in the wind
The bush sob
It is the ancestors' breath.
Those who died have never left,
They are in the woman's breast,
They are in the wailing child
And in the kindling firebrand
The dead arc not under earth.
They are in the forest, they arc in the home
The dead are not dead. 2
The literature of negritude tends tow~rds a point where it can coincide
with the traditional mythical system of thought in .'\ frica . This docs not
imply that the coincidence is perfect nor that it is always genuine; what
is significant about it is the 'backward movement' towards an end from
which western culture had originally pulled the African . .Negritude, as
literature, retraces a collective drama as well as a spiritual adventure,
involving a quest for the self, with the conquest of a lost identity as the
prize.
From a social angle, its importance is mainly symbolic and functional.
In the historical context in which it developed, the black writer incarnating his despised and oppressed race is the mediator of a new selfawareness. The racial exaltation of the movement is mainly a defence ;3
the use of an African myth represents black ethnocentrism, an attempt to
recreate an emotional as well as an original bond beneath the contingencies of a particularly di !Ttcult historical experience.
The alliance of the imaginative and the political in nigritude relates
the movement to African nationalism. Nationalism hardly ever corresponds to an objective reality; but is, none the less, a powerful emotional
attitude, and literature has always been an outstanding ,·chicle for
1 Cf. Lilli llcier, 'The T heme ur the Ancestors in Scnghor's l'oc1ry ', in IJ/ack 0,1,lut1s ( lo:ldan),
5, May 1959. Beier concludes his study wi1h 1he following obsen·31ion: 'Senghor is no1
mc'.cly a Frenchified African who 1rics 10 give exotic interest 10 his French poems; he is an
Afncan who uses the French bnguagc 10 express his African soul',
1
Translated by Anne :\1ik in Drachler (ed.), African 1/eritage, p. 'l5•
•Cf./\ Memmi, Portrait du rolo11isi (Paris, 1957), p. 17-t.
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dominated people to give voice to their group feelings. 1 But imaginative
writing, even with an explicit political content, implies a group mind
rather than group action; it is essentially inactive. At the literary level,
negritude remains largely subjective, and it was the ideology that
attempted to establish objective standards of thought and action for the
black man in general, and for the African in particular.
II. THE IDEOLOGY

The non-imaginative writings of French-speaking Negro intellectuals
Lo a great extent run parallel to the literature. They arc determined by
the same sentiments, and are consequently, in the main, a formulation
in direct language of the attitudes expressed in symbolic terms in the
imaginative writings. The distinction lies in the fact that, whereas the
literary works simply express these attitudes, the non-literary writings
formulate and define them.
The majority of the books, essays, articles, and speeches that constitute what may be called the ideological writings of negritude arc
straightforward polemics: protest writing, testimonies, and direct
attacks on colonialism. A typical example is Albert Tevoedjre's essay,
L' Afrique reuoltie, which is a violent denunciation of colonial rule, with
particular reference to Dahomey, the author's place of origin. Even
here, the main source of grievance appears to be cultural rather than
economic or social:
I shall always regret the fact of having been obliged to learn French first; to
think in French while being ignorant in my own mother tongue. I shall
always deplore the fact that anyone should have wanted to make me a
foreigner in my own country. 2
An even more forceful attack on colonialism is Cesaire's famous
pamphlet, Discours sur le Colonialisme, which takes up the question in
original terms by demonstrating the evil effects on both coloniser and
colonised ofa system which limits the idea of man, as promoter of values,
to the west:
Never was the west, even at the time when it shouted the word loudest,
further removed _from being able to assume the responsibilities of real
humanism-huma'nism of a world-wide scope.3
1 Cf. I-fans Kohn, Tiu /Jra of Nationalism (New York, 1946). The analogy between nli;rit,,,J,
and other nationali.it literatures has been drawn, principally by two writers: Bernard Fon Ion,
who compares nigritudt to similar movements in Iri.lh nationali.lm in La Polsit ti It rlvtil de
l'homw noir (unpublished doctoral dissertation, National University of Ireland, Cork); and
Thoma. Melone, D, la nlgriludt daru la littlralure nlgro-afril;ai~ (Pari.s, 1962), in which nlgritud,
i1 compared to the literature of the German revival in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
1
A Tcvocdjrc, L'Afrique rlvollit (Paris, 1958), pp. 114-15.
1
Cmirc, DiJ,ours sur It colonialisme (Paris, 1955) 1 p. 65.
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It was not enough, however, to denounce colonialism; it was also
considered necessary to contest its foundations, and especially the racial
and cultural ideas by which it was rationalised.
I.

Socie~, History, and Culture

The subordinate role of the Negro in western socict y had been justi ficcl
mainly by the allegation that Africa had made no contribution to world
history, had no achie,·ements to offer. The logical conclusion drawn
from this idea was put by .<\lioune Diop in this way:
Nothing in their past is of any value. Neither customs nor culture. Like
living matter, these natives are asked to take on the customs, the logic, the
language of the coloniser, from whom they even have to borrow their
ancestors.
The western thesis that the African had no history implied for the
black man that he had no future of his own to look forward to. A good
deal of the propaganda effort of French-speaking intellectuals ,,·as as a
consequence devoted to a refutation of this unacceptable proposition.
Cheikh-Anta Diop's writings stand out in this respect. His book,
Nations negres et culture, for example, is an impassioned, heavily documented attempt to show that ancient Egyptian civilisation was in fact a
Negro-African achic,-crnrnt, and thus to pro\'e that the ,,·est owed its
enlightenment to 1\l"ric:1. The conclusion to the principal section or l1is
thesis is worth quoting in full, as it illustrates the tenor of the whole book:
The Egyptian origin or civilisation, ;ind the Greeks' hca,·y borrowing from
it are historical evidence. One wonders therefore why, in the face of these
facts, the emphasis is laid on the role played by Greece, while that of Egypt is
more and more passed over in silence. The foundation for this attitude can
only be understood by recalling the heart of the question.
Egypt being a Negro country, and the civilisation ,,,hich de\'cloped there
being the product of black people, any thesis to the contrary would have been
ofno avail; the protagonists of these ideas are certainly by no means unaware
of this fact. Consequently, it is wiser and surer purely and simply to strip
Egypt of all her achievements for the benefit of a people of genuine ,,·hite
origin.
This false attribution or the v.1lues of an Egypt corwcnicntly bbclkd white
to a Greece equally white reveals a profound co11tracJiction, which is not
negligible as a proof of the Negro origin of Egyptian civilisation.
As can be seen, the black man, far from being incapable of developing a
technical civilisation, is in fact the one who developed it first, in the person
of the Negro, at a time when all the white races, wallm,·ing in barbarism, were
only just fit for civilisati"on.
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n saying that it was the ancestors of Negroes, who today inhabit principally
ck Africa, who first invented mathematics, astronomy, the calendar,
:nee in general, the arts, religion, social organisation, medicine, writing,
:ineering, architecture .. . in saying all this, one is simply stating the modest
I strict truth, which nobody at the present moment can refute with argun ts worthy of the narne. 1
l'he whole thesis is based on an implied correlation between history and
tun: which <lctcnnincs the nature of society, and of the individual:
.I its intention was to prove that the African was essentially a technical
,n-homo Jaber. However, by summarily ascribing all civilisation to
: black man in this way, Diop proceeds in the field of scholarship in
: same fashion as Leon Damas in the poem already cited-by reversing
: hierarchy established by the coloniser, without contesting the basis
which it ,vas founded. It is, in a way, a total acceptance of the western
:asure of evaluation, namely technical achievement.
Negritude may be distinguished from other efforts to rehabilitate
'r ica by what can be termed its' ethnological' aspect, which attempted
redefine its terms, and to re-evaluate Africa within a non-western
.mework. Here the concept of cultural relativity was to help in
;taining a campaign whose purpose was to establish the validity of
'rican cultural forms i11 their ow11 right.
This explains the preoccupation of the French-speaking Negro
tellectuals with anthropology, a preoccupation which reveals itself in
c series of special numbers published by Presence africaine, especially
c two remarkable volumes Le Monde noir ( 195 r) and L'Art negre ( r 952).
1c former, edited by Theodore Monod, brought together a number of
tides by eminent scholars, both European and African, on various
peels of African cultural expression as well as their ramifications in the
cw World, in such a way as to suggest not only their originality but
cir world-wide permanence.
The accent was almost invariably placed on the non-material aspects,
1 those intangible elements which could distinguish the African's
>proach to the world from the western, and which might seem to under: his conscious exi,stence as well as his material productions. Thus
frican t raditional beliefs and, in particular, the native forms of religion
ceived strong emphasis. African 'animism' tended in general to be
aced on an equal footing with Christianity, though curiously enough
, an effort of reconciliation in most cases. The most noteworthy
:ample of this kind of procedure is perhaps a paper by Paul Hazoume,
1

Chci'kh-Anta Diop, NationJ nigres ti culture (Paris, 1954), p. 253.
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in which the Dahomean concep tion ofGod is likened to that ofJohn the
Evangelist. 1
The anthropological in terests of negritude came to the fore at the First
Congress of Negro \Vriters and Artists, w hose express purpose was to
make a total inventory of the Negro's cultural heritage, in an effort to
define a Pan-Negro cultural uni,·erse. This was at best a very delicate,
if not an impossible, unclc.:rtaking, as the discomfort and rcscrTc of the
American p;-irticipants ;it the rnn(crcncc w;-is lo make clear. It would be
lc<lio11s to ~o into the dc L1 il~. l,\ll two main li11\'s of'thu11g-l1l l"lll\'1·gnl from
the deliberations of this confi.:n.:ncc. Foremost in the minds of the organisers w;-is the will to clcmonstr:-ite the specific character of traditional
African institutions and IH'lit:1:~ :1s well as ol' African sur\'i,·:ds in :\rncrica,
in a way that refuted the western thesis of inferiority. The purpose of
this was made clear by the Haitian, Emmanuel Paul:
It was from this [African] past that colonial authors undenook to make the
black man inferior . .. But \\'hac we look for from these studies is precisely the
awakening of a historical consciousness embracing the millennial past of the
race. These black people scattered all over che world who, even under the
pressure of the west, still hcsita tc to deny themselves, have need of this source
of pride, this reason for clinging to life. 2
Secondly, and as a cons<'qucncc, the c·oncern with the past implied a
process or self-appraisal ,111d scH~dcfinition, as a solid oasis. The
Malagasy writer, Jacques Rabcmananjnrn, declared:
The deliberations [of this Congress] have no other purpose than to assemble
and to select material for the dialogue. First among ourselves, with the aim
of knowing ourselves more, of grasping, through our diverse mentalities,
customs, and countries of origin, the essential human note, the ineffable
human warmth that unites us. 3
These efforts cannot be said to have produced a common cultural
denominator, but their significance lay rather in the attitude that inspired them. In direct response to the intolerance that characterised the
cultural policy of the coloniser, 11igritude developed into a vindication and
an exaltation of cultural institutions which were different from those of
the west; it was thus a conscious attitude of pluralism. The corollary was
a rejection of assimilation and a claim to cultural autonomy and initiative.
1 P. Hazoume, 'L'amc du Dahomc:cn, animistc revclee par sa religion', in Co11t,ibu1ionJ au
/er co11gres des icrivai,u ti artistes 11oirs, pp. 233-51. See also the collected \'Olumc, D,s Pri/r,s ,wirs
s'inlerrogent (Paris, 1957), for a similar approach to African religious beliefs.
1 E. Paul, 'L'Ethnologie et ks cultu res noires', in Co11lribulions au let congris d,s iairains ,1
artistes noirs, p. 15~.
• J. Rabemananjara, '!,'Europe e1 nous', ibid. p. '.!8.
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.'\lioune Diop expressed this aspect of the movement in the following
:erms:

In so far then as it is an answer to a certain combination of circumstances, the product of a historical situation, 11egritude is another cultural
and political myth: the expression of a justified self-assertion swelling
into an exaggerated sclf-consciousness. 1 Negritude has also meant to a
considerable extent an assiduous cultivation of the black race.
That Negro nationalism on both sides of the Atlantic should ha,·e been
based on a vehcmen t racia I consciousness can be imputed tot he racial ism
that grew out of and wl1ich often came to underlie "'bite domination:
black nationalism can in the final analysis be reduced to a challenge to
white supremacy. Negritude, by confronting white domination with its
own racial protest and zealous partisanship of the Negro race, did more
than draw together the sentiments and attitudes that went with black
reaction and embody them in a heightened form: it moYcd in fact ,·ery
distinctly towards a racial ideology.
Even here, most of the ideas expressed by French Negro intellectuals
are limited to a refutation of t he racial ideology of colonialism. For if, in
the literary works, the exaltation of the black race rises to dizzy heights,
it has not been rcprodun:d in the non-literary writing$ \,·ith anything
like the same abandon. In the single case of Senghor, this aspect of
negritude acquires a certain intellectual dimension. So pre-eminently do
his ideas emerge 011 this q11e$tio11 that his conccptiun 01'11.:grilud, dernan<ls
separate consideration.~

Unable to assimilate to the English, the Belgian, the French, the Portugueseo allow the elimination of certain original dimensions of our genius for the
)enefit of a bloated mission of the west-we shall endeavour to forge for this
;enius those means of expression best suited to its vocation in the twentieth
:entury. 1
i.

Politics and Race

These efforts to rehabilitate African history and to re-evaluate
\frican culture were a conscious reaction to the ideology that sustained
::olonial rule. But the central pole of the colonial situation was political
Jomination rather than cultural supremacy. The next step after a
Jemand for cultural autonomy was logically a corresponding demand for
political independence. The arguments for an explicit political stand
::ame mainly from the Marxist elements in the movement, especially at
the second congress in Rome. Frantz Fanon's address to this meeting
contained an unequivocal summary of their point of view:
In the colonial situation, culture, denied the twin support of nation and state,
withers away in a slow death. The condition for the existence of culture i~
therefore national Iibera tion, the rebirth of the state. 2
However, if a certain political awareness was an implicit part of the
cultural offensive of the French-speaking black intellectual, which placed
negritude in close relationship with African nationalism and PanAfricanism, it is none the less quite clear that negritude remained essentially a cultural and intellectual movement, albeit with political implications. The French-speaking Negro elite tended more towards an
elaboration of ideas concerning the black man's place in the world than
towards the actual mobilisation of the masses for an immediate and
definite political goal. 3 Negritude was thus at the most an ideological
movement with remote political purposes.
Its link with nationalism is all the same certain in that a special
rationale was developed along with it; it furnished the most important
mystique of African· nationalism.
' Alioune Diop, Deuxihne co11grh des tcri11ains ti artistes ru,irs, p. 41.
F. Fanon, 'Fondcments reciproques de la culture nationale ct des luttes de liberation',
ibid. p . 87.
• G, D.ilandicr observes that, in the development of African political myth,• the accent was
plnccd more on ... cultural liberation . . . than on political liberation'. • Les Mythes politiqucs
de colonisation et de decolonisation en Afrique', in Cahiers lnltr111Jtio111Jux de Sociologie (Paris),
xxxm, 1962, p. 93.
1

3. Senghor and the Theory of Negritude
Senghor's negritude starts out as, and essentially remains, a defence of
African cultural cxpression. 3 It presents itself first as an elaborate
apology before it becomes an exposition and a personal view of Africa:
it is a passion that is later rationalised. None the less, his ideas over the
last quarter-century present a coherent and even a consistent pattern.
On several occasions, Senghor has defined negritude as 'the sum total
of African cultural values' , something perhaps rnon: than the simple
relation of the African's personality to )1is social and cultural background.
For al though Senghor nc,·cr speaks of an 'essence', he speaks of a 'negro
1 The following ol>scrv:iliu11 l,y l.ouis \\'irth :il>out minorities' re:lttion lo their situation
should be kept in mind when considering 11f~ritud,: • One cannot long discrimina tc against a
people without generating in thclll a sense of isolation and of persecution, and without giving
them a conception of themselves :1s more different from others th:in in fact they arc'. R. Linton
(ed.), The Science of Man i11 the World Criris, p. 348.
1
No other member of the mo,·cn,cnt has elaborated 11/gritude so fully as Senghor. As a matter
of fact, Ccsaire himself prefers 10 regard 11igri1ude as a historical s1and, as an attitude, rather
than as a comprehensive systc111 (pri,·ate interview with the author).
• The ti tle of one of his early :lr!icles is significant: 'Defense de l'Afrique noire', in Esprit
(Paris), 1945.
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soul', of a special spiritual endowment of the African which is, in some
respects, shared by the Negro in the New World, and is therefore a
racial rnark. 1
Senghor describes and defines the African's distinctive qualities
mainly by opposition to the western, often by setting a positive value on
what the west derided in the African, sometimes proceeding by grounding
his own thinking in modern currents of western thought, which he then
turns against the west for the benefit of his arguments. He has wrillc11,
(or example:

The 'law of participation' governs the African's sensibility, which to
Senghor is basically emoti,·e. He has pushed this conception of the
African mind to a point where emotion has become its cardinal principle.
'Emotion is African, as Reason is Hellenic', he has exclaimed, and though
this statement has been gi,·en careful nuances by him (for the benefit of
his critics) he still lea,·es 110 doubt about this aspect of his theory of
negritude: 'It is this girt of emotion which explains 11/gritude ... for it is
their ,:111utive at1it11d,: lu\\';1 rd s tlte world wl1id1 l·xpbi11s the cultur;d
values of Africans.''
Senghor points to creative works to demonstrate the presence of a
unique African sensibility which animates them, and insists above all 011
the privileged position of rhythm in African artistic expressionrhythm is for him the expression of the essential vitality of the African:

Discursive reason merely stops at the surface of things, it does not penetrate
their hidden resorts, which escape the lucid consciousness. Intuitive reason is
alone capable of an understanding that goes beyond appearances, of taking in
total reality. 2
It is this line of thought that forms the basis for his justification of the
African's non-rational approach to the world. He has boldly annexed
Levy-Bruhl's studies on 'primitive mentality' to argue the validity of
the African's ways of thinking. He seizes in particular upon the French
anthropologists' 'law of participation' ;3 and he uses this in his own
formulation of the African's mode of experience, which he presents as
essentially one of feeling-of a mystical sympathy with the universe:
'The African cannot imagine an object as different from him in its
essence. He endows it with a sensibility, a will, a human soul.''
For Senghor, this African mode of apprehending reality through the
senses rather than through the intellect is at the root of his direct experience of the world, of his spontaneity. The African's psychology helps to
determine a different form of mental operation from the western, a
different kind oflogic:
The life-surge of the African, his self-abandonment to the other, is thus
actuated by reason. But here, reason is not the eye-reason of the European,
it is the reaso11-by-embrace which shares more the nature of the logos than ratio.

He goes on to say, 'Classical European reason is analytical and makes
use of the object. African reason is intuitive and participates in the
object'. 5 Senghor has made this distinction a constant theme in his
writings.
1

Cf. 'Ce que l'hommc noir apporte', in LiberU, 1: nigrilude et hwna11i.1111.< (Paris, 196➔).

pp. 22-39.
1

Scnghor, Preface to Birago Diop, Le.1 Nouvtaux Conlu d'Amadou Khoumba, in Libuli, 1, p. 246.
•Cf.Lucien Levy-Bruh!, Morceaux Choi.si1 (Paris, 1936), pp. 23-7. Although Levy-llruhl's
idea., have been demolished, and he himself renounced them later in his life, this does not seem
to have affected Scnghor's own ideas.
• Senghor, • Cc quc l'homme noir apportc ', in Liberti, ,, p. 24.
1
Senghor, 'Psychologic du Ntgro-Africain ', in Diogtne, 37, 1962; translated by John Recd
and Clive Wake, in S,nghor: Prost a11d Po,/~ (London, I 965), p. 33,

[Rhythm] is the architecture of being, the internal dynamism \\'hich shapes it,
the system of waves which it sends out towards others, the pure expression of
vital force . .. For the Negro-African, it is in the same me;:isure that rhythm is
embodied in the senses that it illuminates the Spirit. 2
In his exposition of the African mind, Senghor lays emphasis on its
intensely religious disposition, on the African's 'sense of the divine', on
'his faculty of perceiving the supernatural in the natural'. 3 The .-\frican's
mystical conception of the world is for Scnghor his principal gift, :rncl
derives from his close links with the natural world. Because the African
'identifies being with life, or rather with the life-force', the world represents
for him the manifestation in diverse forms of the same vital principle:
'For the universe is a closed system of forces , individual and distinct; it
is true, yet also interdependent.' 4 Levy-Bruhl's law of participation is
here allied to Fr. Temple's' Bantu Philosophy' to produce a conception
of the African world-view as a system of participating forces, a kind of
great chain of vital responses in which "l\fan, the personification of the
'life-force', occupies a central position: 'From Goel through man, down
to the grain of sand, it is a seamless whole. Man, in his role as person, is
the centre of this universe'."
For Senghor, this is not an abstract system but an existential philosophy, a pract ic;il view or Ii fc; 11lgril11d1: is for him not 011 Iy ;1 1,·:1,· orIH'ing,
but also a way of living. He therefore extends his theory of the African
personality to explain African social organisation. Senghor believes that
the African society is an extension of the clan, which is a kind ol'rnystical
I Ibid.
• 'L'Esthctique negro-afrirninc', in Liberti, 1, pp. 212-3.
•'Ce quc l'homme noir apportc ', in Liberti, 1, p. 27.
' Translations by John Recd an<l Clive Wake, op. cit. p. 37.
' Ibid. p. 43.
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;1mily, • the sum of all persons, living and dead, who acknowledge a
:ommon ancestor'. 1 Thus African society has a religious character-it
s not so much a community of persons as' a communion ofsouls'. Where,
hcrefore, western culture insists on the individual, African culture lays
:mphasis on the group, though without the loss of a sense of the person. 2
Senghor's theory of negritude is not really a factual and scientific
lcmonstration of African personality and social organisation, but rather
1 personal interpretation. An clement of speculation enters into his
<leas, which lays them wide open to criticism. His more subtle formulaions often have a specious character; besides, the most sympathetic
·cader of his theories cannot fail to be disturbed by his frequent confusion
1f race and culture, especially in his early writings.
On the other hand, these weaknesses are due to the circumstances in
.vhich his ideas developed. In assessing the objective differences that
:ut off the African from western man, his concern is to make a positive
·c-evaluation of realities which the west considered negative.
Furthermore, Senghor's political career has given his theory of
11!gritude a practical significance-from polemics, it has evolved into an
dcology. His social and political thought are set within the general
·ramework of his cultural philosophy. It is in the name of the innate
,pi ritual sense of the African that he rejects the atheistic materialism of
\1arxism as unfitted for and irrelevant to the African situation. 3
In a certain sense, therefore, Scnghor may be justified in designating
,is theory of negritude as a cultural and not as a ractal philosophy. At any
ate, it is not an exclusive racism. Senghor's views on the African, and
:vcn on the whole Negro race, open out towards the larger perspectives
)f a broader humanism. Here he has been influenced by Teilhard de
:::hardin's philosophy of the convergence ofall forms oflife and experience
owards the evolution of a superior human consciousness, which has
:iven Senghor a pole around which he has developed his idea of 'a
:ivilisation of the Universal'.' His defence of cultural and racial minging is founded on this key concept, which is summed up in the following
,assage:
l'he only 'pan-ism' which can meet the demands of the 20th century is-let
,s proclaim it boldly-pan-humanism, I mean a humanism which embraces
di men at the double level of their contributions and their comprehension. s
I Ibid.
'Cf. ./V'alio11,11-oi, ajricni11e du socialiJm~ (Paris, 1961), pp. 71 and 1-:13-4.
• Cf. Scnghor, ./V'atio11 ti •·uit ,,jri<ui11t Ju stJtilllimu, pp.41-66, anti /'i,rr, Tcill1arJ Je Cl,urdiu ,1
1 politiqut africairu (Paris, 196-:1), pp. 17-31. Scnghor docs not reject so much the philosophy of
. larx as his social ideology.
' Ibid. pp. 33 IT.
• Natio11 cl uoit qfruai,11 du socialimu, p. 1oU.
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4. The African Presence and the Black Millennium
An ideology, when it becomes explicit, is a kind of thinking aloud on
the part ofa society or ofa group within it. It is a direct response to the
actual conditions of life, and has a social function, either as a defensi\·e
system of beliefs and ideas which support and justify an established social
structure, or as a rational project for the creation of a nC\\' order. The
latter type ofideology, e\'en when it includes a certain degree of idealism,
also implies a reasoned program me of collccti\·c action; it becomes the
intellectual channel of social life.
The literature and ideology of negritude were by their nature re\'olutionary, or at the very least radical. Because they spring from a need to
reverse an intolerable situation, they arc mo\'ed in the first instance by a
negative principle. They arc a challenge to the common lot which
western expansion had imposed on non-western man, especially the
Negro, whose experience- dispersal, subjugation, humiliation-illustrates the worst aspects of contact with the white man. For black people
had in common an experience which, in the word of James Baldwin,
placed in the same context their widely dissimilar experience. Ile
continues:
What they held in common \\'as their precarious, their unutterably painrul
reaction to the white world. What they held in common \\'as the necessity to
remake the world in their own image, to impose this imnge on the \\'orld, and
no longer be controlled by the vision of the world, and ofthcmsch·cs, held br
other people. What in sum black men held in common \\'as their ache 10 come
into the world as mcn . 1

In the circumstances, il is not surprising that this 'ache' should have
developed sometimes into an intense collective neurosis, which has
reached a paroxysm in movements like those of the Black Muslims in lhc
U .S., and the Ras Tafarians in Jamaica. The dilemma in which history
placed the black man, and from which the intellectual mo\·cments could
not escape, was that Negro nationalism of any kind was bound to be even
more irrational than any other, for it was to a considerable degree a
gesture of despair.
This negative aspect of black reaction to white rule has left a mark on
negritude, even in its development of positive pcrspecti\·es. A contradiction, purely emotional in origin, bedevils the rno\·ement, which, in
its crusade fo r the tot;d r111:111cipation of bhck people, has sought to
comprise within a single cultural vision the difli.:rcnt historical experiences of Negro societies and nations .
1

James llal<lwin, Nobody J..'11ows My Nam., (New Yorlc, 1961), p. 29.
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It would be a mistake, however, to dismiss the movement as a futile
and sectarian obsession with self-a kind of black narcissism. In the
larger context of Negro experience,. it represents the ultimate and most
stable point ofself-awareness. For, although its expression has sometimes
been exaggerated, it has always had an intellectual content. In the
African political con text, its role as the ideological spear-point ofAfrican
nationalism has been sufficiently emphasised. I ts profound significance
in the cultural and social evolution of Africa has been perhaps less
appreciated.
Negritude represents both an African crise de conscience, and its most
significant modern expression; it is the watershed -that marks the emergence of a modern African consciousness. African 'messianism• and
negritude represent the ritualistic and the intellectual facet of the reaction
to the same historical, social, and cultural stimulus. Their forms have
varied. In African messianism, tradition remains the basis of social
behaviour, despite borrowings from western religion, which arc
absorbed only so far as they will fit in. The reverse is true of negritude:
despite its championship of a non-rational tradition, it remains
rigorously rational. Scnghor's negritude, for example, is an an tiintellectualism mediated by the intellect, and the whole movement is
expressed through a western mould which absorbs African realities. In
short, negritude is a break with tradition: although African in content, it
is western in its formal expression.
The movement thus marks a transition in the nature of collective
expression in Africa-from the myth of the millennium and from the
religious undercurrent upon which traditional Africa had relied for
human accomplishment, to the lay, intellectually-centred approach to
the world which is a legacy of the European Renaissance. It marks a
'desacralisation' of African collective life, an attitude which is spontaneous and no longer imposed, and out of which have begun to flow new
currents of ideas for tackling present-day African problems.
This is what Balandier has observed as 'the progression from myth to
ideology• in Africa. 1 Although this progression has been continuous and
although, as L.-V. Thomas has remarked, 'the originality of modern
solutions is inspired by the specific character of former times', 2 none the
less the transition is real. African messianism was an archaic reaction to
a new situation; negritude was a far more appropriate response, adapted
to the modern age.
1
Balandier, op. cit. p. 93.
'L.-V. Thomas, us ldlologi.s nigro-ofricoirus d'oujourd'liui (Dakar, 1g65), p. 19. Cf. also
O. Ogot, 'From Chief to President', in Transition (Kampala), 10, 1g63, for a study of the same
progression in African political organisation and attitudes.
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It thus forms an essential and significant part ofan African revolution
which is marked not only by the emotions it has liberated and the ideas it
has thrown up, bllt :ilso 1,y the rorms it has assimib1~·d. The proro1111cl
character of the transition can best be appreciated by comparing the
respective visions of the ,\bsolute in African messianism and in nigritudt.
The former was supernatural and apocalyptic-essentially an eschatology. The idealism or 11.'p,ri111de from the beginning tended to,,·arcls an
earthly utopia:
We Africans need to know the meaning of an ideal, to be .1blc to choose it and
believe in it freely, but out of a sense of personal necessity, to relate it to the life
of the world. We should occupy ourselves with present questions of ,,·orld
importance, and, in common with others, ponder upon them, in order that
we might one day find oursch·es among the creators of a ne\\· order. 1
In their search for identity, the a_dherents of 11/grit11de ha,·e had to
accept and explore to the J'ull their particular situation. But, although
preoccupied with a sectional and limited interest, they were inspired by
a uni\'ersal human need for ru lfilmenl. In this, they ha,·e ne\'cr strayed
from the central, enduring problem of the human condition.
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Some Swahili Political Words
by CAROL M. M. SCOTTON*

A STRONGLY charged Swahili political vocabulary has emerged in
Tanzania, which sharply distinguishes persons and nations, in both
domestic and foreign affairs, as being e ither for or against Tanzania's
policies. The implications of the selection and usage of this vocabulary
are considerable in any assessment of political trends in Tanzania, since
language and culture arc certainly related. Not only does language
reflect cultural patterns, but language also imposes its patterns on
culture. 1
A word acquires meaning because it is commonly used in certain
situations and commonly stimulates certain responses in listeners belonging to the same linguistic community. In other words, we can make
reasonable judgements about meaning from past usage. .-\nd usage,
which W(' have just i1wok<'d lo clt·11nc nwa11i11.~. i~ n1rn·l:11nl " ·ith 1l1c
social situation. For example, we note in Swahili that pcoplc speak in
the singular of going lo 'our home' rather th:rn 'my home', which
suggests the communal socirty so much in evidence in Tamania. Further, a Tanzanian politician and journalist was so sure that the clear
correlation between vocabulary and politics extended beyond his own
country that he stated in conversation: 'If you gave me a newspaper
from anywhere in the world-assuming I could read the language- I
could tell you where the nc"·spaper came from on the basis of the types
of words used.'
Rather than attempting to discuss systematically the relationships
between the entire vocabula ry of a language, and the society of its
speakers, on a much more modest scale I shall deal only with a smali
number of political words. Few though thry arr, they :\IT the key " ·orcl~
in Swahili relating to the political situation. And, in gcnnal, their usage
appears to show Tanzania as a nation ( 1) acutely preoccupied at home
• A graduate s(udent of the Dcp;i rinicnt of Linguistics, Univcrsil)' of Wi,rn11si11, who spent
nine months in Dar cs Salaam in 1964- 5, with the assistance ofa National Defense Education
Act graduate grant from the U.S. Government and a Ford Foundation Area and International
Studies grant.
' Most WTiters have concentrated on demonstrating how cuhure appe:i.rs to be reflected in
language. But on the other side of 1he relationship, the fact that language not only communicates thought but helps to shape i1, should also be emphasised. For an earlier s1udr of some
Swahili political words, sec \\'. H . \\.hitcley, 'Political Concepts and Connotatioru' in
St. Anton7's Papm (London, 1g6o) .
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